
MLL342 WORKPLACE LAW REVISION TEMPLATE  

FW ACT/Common Law applies to employment, EOA to all persons, OH&S to employers 

SPLIT UP EACH ISSUE SEPARATELY IN QUESTIONS MENTION EVERYTHING THAT APPLIES 

**Check who you are being asked to advise** 

Pre-Employment 

1. Failure to hire 

a. Does the behaviour constitute adverse action under s342 FW Act? (go to table) Pg.85 

 Adverse action = refusing to employ, discrimination against prospective employee 

ii Is it unlawful adverse action by the employer? (Is it a prohibited form of adverse action that 

relates to the pre-employment stage) why? What’s the basis for the behaviour? 

 What form of adverse action? Can bring multiple claims (Wilkie workplace rights+discrim) 

 Discrimination by the employer under s351 FW Act because of eg: race, colour, sex, age, 

disability, pregnancy, family responsibilities etc.) p.104 

 Discrimination exceptions (s351) pg.106 

 Because of the inherent requirements of the particular position etc. 

 Bringing an action under FWA pg.108 (remedies s545- injunction, compensation, 

reinstatement etc.) 

 Because they exercised a workplace right (must have the right) s340 FW pg.87 

 Because of industrial activity/membership s346 FW pg. 86 

 Other general protections s352, 353 eg. illness or injury pg. 88 

iii Show causal relationship between the adverse action and the behaviour or attribute 

iv Onus of proof - Employee only has to allege contravention occurred for the onus to shift to the 

employer to prove that it hadn’t (that they had a lawful reason for their actions) (s361), p.89 

v Enforcement and remedies (s545) pg.91 

 

b. Does the behaviour constitute prohibited discrimination (EOA s 6) on the basis of an attribute? (all 

persons) 

i Does the employee possess a protected attribute? Pg.95 

 Eg. age, employment activity, gender, disability, industrial activity, pregnancy, race, 
parental status, religious belief, sex, physical features - EOA s6 pg.95 

ii Did the conduct take place in an area covered by the EOA? Pg.95 

iii Main test is whether it constitutes direct or indirect discrimination? (discrimination EOA s18 test 
p96) 

 Less favourable treatment (direct discrimination) s 8(1) EOA pg.98    OR 

 Employee must prove causal connection between attribute and discrimination 

 Includes discrimination on the basis of a characteristic that a person with that 

attribute generally has or that is generally imputed to a person with that 

attribute EOA s 7(2) (eg. accent because of race) 



 Imposition of a requirement, condition or practice which had a disadvantageous effect 

due to the attribute (indirect discrimination) EOA s 9 pg.99 (eg. protective head covering, 

Muslim) 

iv Problems with proving discrimination (burden of proof etc.) pg.101 

v Does the employer have a defence/exemption or does an exception apply pg.96 

vi Available remedies (EOA s 125) pg.104 

 Refrain from committing futher contravention, conciliation, compensation, any order 

c. An employee can’t bring multiple claims s 725 and 732 eg. under both the EO act and the FW Act. Discuss 

both if the facts suggest so, but which one is preferred. Rebuttable presumption in s361 FW is easier to 

establish a claim 

2. Coercion, undue influence or pressure? (general protections under FW Act s343, s344) pg.88 

3. Misrepresentation about workplace rights? (protections s345 Fw Act) pg.88 

4. Common law does not apply as it relies upon employment relationship (independent contractor/employee etc.) 

 

 


